A solution to a state of plane stress and a solution to a state of generalized plane stress of transversely isotropic, moderately thick plates in cylindrical coordinates are proposed. The solutions are derived from a generalized Elliott's solution which includes five potential functions. Expressions for components of displacement and stress in the solutions are presented in referring to non-axially symmetric problems of transversely isotropic, moderately thick circular or annular plates. As an application of the solutions, an axi-symmetric bending of a transversely isotropic, moderately thick circular plate subjected to a partial load is analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
The latest studies on two-dimensional or three-dimensional elasticity problems have been turning to those on anisotropic solids. Orthotropic and transversely isotropic solids among various classes of anisotropic solids are mainly treated from the practical necessity. A research on three-dimensional elasticity solutions to orthotropic solids is very complicated, because orthotropic solids have nine independent elastic constants. Therefore, three-dimensional elasticity solutions to have been found so far seem to be few except for those by Hata1) and by Sonoda and Horikawa2) . On the other hand, a research on three-dimensional elasticity solutions to transversely isotropic solids is comparatively simple and has been done by Elliott3) and Lodge4), because the number of independent elastic constants is only five. However, Elliott's solution yields the contraction of the solution that two independent potential functions are reduced to one potential function under equal roots of a quadratic equation. The author has proposed a generalized
Elliott's solution in a previous papery as a solution to make up this deficiency.
Though the three-dimensional elasticity solutions as stated above are due to be theoretically applicable From the above point of view, this paper proposes a plane stress solution and a generalized plane stress solution to be available for analyses of stretching and bending of transversely isotropic, moderately thick plates in cylindrical coordinates. The derivation of the solutions is very complicated in contrast to that of thin plates, because displacements and stresses vary with the thickness coordinates in case of thick plates. The author has previously derived a plane stress solution and a generalized plane stress solution to isotropic, thick plates in cylindrical coordinates by making use of stress functions13). However, in this paper, the generalized Elliott's solution in place of stress functions is used for the derivation of the solutions, because it is difficult for transversely isotropic solids to derive the solutions from the direct use of the equations of equilibrium and the compatibility conditions in terms of components of stress. Therefore, in this paper, five potential functions included in the generalized Elliott's solution are ingeniously determined and relations between arbitrary constants included in the potential functions are determined from certain conditions of stresses to be satisfied. The determination of the potential functions is highly important to the construction of the solutions and is a point to need due consideration. The solutions are concretely stated to non-axially symmetric problems. An axi-symmetric bending of a transversely isotropic, moderately thick circular plate is analyzed as an application of the solutions,
A GENERALIZED ELLIOTT'S SOLUTION
We shall use a generalized Elliott's solution in the previous papery. If we use cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) such that the axis of z is taken parallel to the axis of elastic symmetry, the solution is expressed in terms of components of displacement, that is, ur, ue and uz and elastic constants of transversely isotropic solids, that is, Cab as (4) and ki k2 and 113 are the following parameters and ratio of the elastic constants, respectively (5. a-c) 294s We will call the above solution by the name of the generalized Elliott's solution.
The generalized Hooke's law of transversely isotropic solids is expressed as Qrr=CiiErr+C12E66+C13zz, a00C12rr+C11eee+C13zz, Qzz=C13Crr+ C13C68+C33Ezz;
and Qij and eij are stress tensor and strain tensor, respectively. We put the potential functions satisfying Eqs. In the first place, if we impose the following condition on the component of stress from condition (9.a):
Components
we obtain the following relation between the arbitrary constants:
In the second place, if we substitute the above arbitrary constant into Eqs. (11.b, c) and impose the following conditions on the components of stress from conditions (9.b, c)
we obtain the following relation:
Thus, relations (15) and (17) we obtain the plane stress solution as the results: Though the solutions with minus exponents of power may be obtained from putting m=-m in Eqs.
(10.a) to (19.f) for m>2, they are omitted on account of limited space. Thus, a plane stress solution to a transversely isotropic, moderately thick plate has been stated.
A GENERALIZED PLANE STRESS SOLUTION
We denote the thickness of a plate by h and put the origin of the cylindrical coordinates on the middle plane of the plate in the same manner as the plane stress solution. A generalized plane stress solution which will be sought here is a solution satisfying the following conditions:
We put the potential functions satisfying Eqs. Lastly, if we substitute relations (27) and (29) (22. a) to (33. h) for m>2, they are omitted. Thus, a generalized plane stress solution to a transversely isotropic, moderately thick plate has been stated.
AN APPLICATION OF THE PRESENT SOLUTIONS TO AN AXI-SYMMETRIC BENDING OF A CIRCULAR THICK PLATE
As an application of the solutions stated in Chaps. in which F1, Al and C1 are arbitrary constants to be determined from given boundary conditions on the circular edge. Loading and boundary conditions We consider the circular thick plate whose upper face is subjected to a partially distributed uniform load Table 1 Elastic constants cae (in units of 10GPa). Table 114 ). Numerical results were obtained from taking the first 56 terms in the Fourier series. They are shown in Figs. 2 to 5. Thus, an axi-symmetric bending of a transversely isotropic, moderately thick circular plate has been analyzed as an application of the plane and generalized plane stress solutions.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
From paying attention to the latest increase of transversely isotropic materials, this paper proposed a plane stress solution and a generalized plane stress solution to transversely isotropic, moderately thick plates in cylindrical coordinates and analyzed an axi-symmetric bending of a circular thick plate as an application of their solutions. The solutions were derived from the generalized Elliott's solution in the previous paper. As stated in Chap. 1, three-dimensional elasticity solutions are not practically applicable to analyses of stretching and bending of moderately thick plates which are usually called thick plates except for a particular case. Therefore, the simplified and widely practicable elasticity solutions presented in this paper are highly important to practical analyses of moderately thick plates and the theory of elasticity. It has been confirmed that the solutions were exactly coincident with plane and generalized plane stress solutions to isotropic, thick plates previously reported by the author, when the solutions were specialized into those to isotropic solids. The solutions are applicable to an analysis of stretching and particular bending of a circular thick plate or an annular thick plate in themselves. Also, the solutions are applicable to analyses of more general bending of the thick plates, when a particular solution is used together as stated in Chap. 5. Furthermore, the solutions are applicable to a thermal stress analysis of a transversely isotropic, moderately thick plate which has lately attracted considerable attention.
In consideration of the premises, the author may conclude that the plane and generalized plane stress solutions presented in this paper are fully useful for elasticity and thermoelasticity problems of transversely isotropic, moderately thick plates in cylindrical coordinates.
